Hello 2nd Grade

I am so excited to be your teacher this year! We are going to do so many fun things, and of course we will learn a lot. I hope you had a fabulous summer. I can’t wait to hear all about it. Our BACK TO SCHOOL NIGHT will look different this year so be looking for more information to come. Want to know a little more about me? Here are a few of my favorite things.

A Few of My Favorite Things
Colors: Yellow, Red, Orange
Food: Hamburgers, Cost Vida
Drink: Strawberry Lemonade
Book: Elephant and Piggy
Hobbies: Reading, camping, playing sports, and spending time with my family.

SUPPLIES
Supplies are pictured on the next page. So the supplies will last please buy the specified brands. I will provide name labels to label all supplies. Please only buy these supplies, extra supplies are often a distraction and will be sent home. If you are unable to buy supplies let me know with Remind.
Sign up for Remind by texting @2nslade to 81010.

Love,
Mrs. Slade
So the supplies will last please buy the specified brands. Please buy specified colors and only these supplies extra supplies are often a distraction and will be sent home.